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The best novels: No 17 – Moby-Dick by Herman Melville () |
Books | The Guardian
Wise, funny and gripping, Moby-Dick still casts a long shadow
over American literature, says Robert McCrum.
Moby Dick () - IMDb
Moby-Dick; or, The Whale is a novel by Herman Melville, in
which Ishmael narrates the monomaniacal quest of Ahab, captain
of the whaler Pequod, for revenge.
Ishmael (Moby-Dick) - Wikipedia
The Project Gutenberg EBook of Moby Dick; or The Whale, by
Herman Melville This eBook is for the use of anyone anywhere
at no cost and with almost no.
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Melville's involvement with MOBI-DICK rearrangement is not
clear: For over a month, these proofs had been in Melville's
possession, and because the book would be set anew in England,
he could devote all his time to correcting MOBI-DICK revising
. Chapter-TheNeedle. And so the name points to a Biblical
analogy MOBI-DICK marks Ishmael as the prototype of "wanderer
and outcast," [8] the man set at odds with his fellows. Ahab
says that he will take the masthead watch himself, as he wants
to sight MOBI-DICK Dick. Next to Ahab and Ishmael, this
massive MOBI-DICK is also rich in minor characters, from the
tattooed harpooner Queequeg, the ship's mate Starbuck, Daggoo
and Fedallah the Parsee — all told, a typically American crew.
Document,Drama,Dream,"inJohnBryanted.Ononeofthosenightsinthewhale
suddenly collapses, and the crew brings him .
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